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DEFINITIONS

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST

1.7 A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be:

a. Analog channels - the imjection of a simulated signal into the
channel as close to the sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITY
including alarm and/or trip functions, or

b. Bistable channels - the injection of a simulated signal into the
sensor to verify OPERABILITY including alarm and/or trip functions.

CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY

1.8 CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY shall exist when:

a. All penetrations required to be closed during accident
conditions are either:

1. Capable of being closed by an OPERABLE containment automatic
isolation valve system, or

2. Closed by manual valves, blind flanges, or deactivated automatic
valves secured in their closed positions, except as provided in
Table 3.6-1 of Specification 3.6.3.

b. All equipment hatches are closed and sealed,

c. Each air lock is in compliance with the requ'irements of Specification
3.6.1.3,

d. The containment leakage rates are within the limits of
Specification 3. 6.1. 2, and

e. The sealing mechanism associated with each penetration (e.g., welds,
bellows or 0-rings) is OPERABLE.

CONTROLLED LEAKAGE

CORE ALTERATIONS

1.9 CONTROLLED LEAKAGE shall be that seal water flow supplied to the reactor
coolant pump seals.

fuel, source5, or I cacti vi1y Consol eomponemh
1.10 CORE ALTERATIONS shall be the movement or manipulation of any ~~

within the reactor vessel with the vessel head removed and fuel in the
vessel. Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall not preclude completion of
movement of a component to a safe conservative position.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4. 9. 2 INSTRUMENTATION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.2 As a minimum, two Source Range Neutron Flux Monitors shall be OPERABLE
each with continuous visual indication in the control room and one with audible
indication in containment and the control room.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 6.

ACTION:

a ~

b.

With one of the above required monitors inoperable or not operating,
immediately suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS or
positive reactivity changes

With both of the above required monitors inoperable or not operating,
determine the boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant System at
least once per 12 hours.

SURVEILLANCE 'RE UIREMENTS

4.9.2 Each Source Range Neutron Flux Monitor shall be demonstrated OPERABLE

by performance of:

a. A CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 12 hours,

b. An ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST within 8 hours prior to the initial
start of CORE ALTERATIONS, and

c. An ANALOG CHANNEL OPERATIONAL TEST at least once per 7 days.

Bxczpf for /afoot ing the Control rod drive
mechanism shoÃf 6 f'he rDd cluster confro/
D5Semkhes Qrd frii fion f~f'in9 DK in Ji vi'duoi''
QDn fiDl rDc(5.
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REFUELING OPERATIONS

3/4. 9. 4 CONTAINMENT PENETRATIONS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3.9.4 The containment penetrations shall be in the following status:

a. The equipment door closed and held in place by a minimum of four
bolts,

b. A minimum of one door in each airlock is closed, and

c. Each penetration providing direct access from the containment atmosphere
to the outside atmosphere shall be either:

1) Closed by an isolation valve, blind flange, or manual valve, or

2) Be capable of being closed by an OPERABLE automatic containment
ventilation isolation valve.

APPLICABILITY: During CORE ALTERATIONS ~ movement of irradiated fuel withj,n
containment> ecv'amen% oF fhE rdarfbr V'QSt I h Oval +d8
ACTION:

movernenb of the upper infrrnu c ~ver fuel.

With the requirements of the above specification not satisfied, immediately
suspend all operations involving CORE ALTERATIONS„~ movement of irqadiated
fuel in containment> ~gP+W~~j ag j h~ I-Pggtg)I y~ygj hggd gygy
fue/, or movement of %he upper infernal@ over fuel.
SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS

4.9.4 Each of the above required containment penetrations shall be determined
to be either in its closed/isolated condition or capable of being closed by an
OPERABLE automatic containment ventilation isolation valve within 100 hours
prior to the, start of and at least once per 7 days during CORE ALTERATIONS ~
movement of irradiated fuel in containment by:

a. Verifying the penetrations are in their closed/isolated condition,
or

b. Testing the containment ventilation isolation valves per Specifica-
tion 4.6.3.2c.

vnovernent of the reodor v'e'al hoover fuel or
movcmenf of %he upper infernols over fez/
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3/4. 9 REFUELING OPERATIONS

BASES

3/4.9. 1 BORON CONCENTRATION

The lfeftatfons on reactivity conditions during REFUELING ensure that:
(1) the reacto~ will reaafn subcrftfcal during CORE ALTERATIOHS, and (2) a
unifora boron concentration fs Iafntafned for reactivity control fn the water
volte having direct access to the reactor vessel. These lfaftatfons are con-
sistent with the initial conditions assed for the boron dilution incident
fn the safety analysis.

3/4.9.2 INSTRLNENTATION

The OPERABILITY of the Source Range Neutron Flux Honftors ensures that
redundant aonftorfng capability fs available to detect changes in the
reactivity condftfon of the core.

3/4. 9. 3 DECAY TINE

The efnfmm requf~nt for reactor subcrftfcalfty prior to ooveeent of
frradfated fuel asseablfes fn the reactor vessel ensures that sufficient tice
has elapsed to allow the radioactive decay of the short lived fission products.
This decay tfae fs consistent with the assuaptfons used fn the safety analyses.

3/4. 9. 4 COHTAISlEHT PENETRATIONS

The requfreeents on contafraent penetration closure and OPERABILITY ensure
that a release of radioactive aaterfal within contafrment will be restricted
floe leakage to the envfroraent. The OPERABILITY and closure restrictions are
sufficient to restrict radioactive aaterfal release froa e fuel eleaent rupture
based upon the lack of containment pressurization potential while fn the
REFUELING NOE.

3/4. 9. 5 CON%jNICATIONS

The requfrment for communications capability ensures that refueling
station personnel can be proeptly fnforaed of significant changes fn the
facility status or core reactivity conditions during CORE ALTERATIONS.

3/4.9. 6 NANIPVLATOR CRANE

The OPERABILITY requfreaents for the aanfpulator cranes ensure that:
(1) aanfpulator cranes will be used for aoveaent of control rods and fuel
asseablfes, (2) each crane has sufficient load capacity to lift a control rod
or fuel asseably, and (3) the core internals and reactor vessel are protected
froe excessfve lifting force fn the event they are inadvertently engaged
during lifting operations.
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INSERT to TS Bases 3/4.9.2, "Instrumentation" (Page B 3/4 9-1)

The use of one portable source range detector is permitted for fuel
movement, provided the LCO requi rements regarding having two detectors
OPERABLE each with continuous visual indication in the control room and one
with audible indication in containment and the control room are met. If
used, the portable detector shall be functionally equivalent to the
permanently installed source range detectors and shall be positioned such
that the combination of the remaining OPERABLE permanent source range
detector and the temporary detector monitors the reactivity of the core
alteration. It is acceptable to latch and friction test each individual
control rod with only one OPERABLE source range detector because the core
is fully loaded and therefore will be coupled to the OPERABLE source range
detector. Sufficient SHUTDOWN HARGIN exists to accommodate the most
reactive withdrawn rod.
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